I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical descriptions of physical systems deal with averages of measurable quantities and distributions of these quantities around their average value. As a rule the distributionaround the average, i.e., the distribution of the fluctuations of the system, is an equally characteristic and essential part of the description as the average itself. The study of fluctuations is, therefore, a powerful source of information on the detailed structure of a statistical system.
The statistical theory of nuclear reactions has long been applied to the description of averaged compound nuclear cross sections and, particularly in the last years, its quantitative success has been very good. In spite of this success, it has been common practice until very recently, to ignore the effects of fluctuations. The strong and rapid variation of the cross section with energy in the resonance region was, of course, clearly recognized. This feature has been used qualitatively in the optical model description for a separation of the shape elastic cross section from the compound elastic cross section (1, 9) as well as in the unified theories of nuclear reactions for separating direct interactions from compound nuclear reactions (5, 4) . In both of these cases the rapidly varying part of the scattering amplitude is identified with the (resonant) compound nuclear contributions of the reactions. The fluctuations of the cross sections in the region of isolated resonances have been discussed in an unpublished work by C. E. Porter and R. G. Thomas.
The region of excitation in which we find sharp isolated resonances is, in most nuclei, limited to excitation energies of at most a few Mev above neutron emission threshold. At these energies many inelastic channels for the compound nuclear decay become available. Consequently, the total width grows relatively to the average level spacing and it becomes quickly larger than the spacing. In this situation it is no longer possible to separate individual resonances from each other; the cross section is simultaneously dominated by a large number of resonances, the amplitudes of which interfere strongly. This interference between the different resonances is largely of a random nature and gives rise to fluctuations in the cross sections (5) (6) (7) . It should be noticed that the randomness does not automatically imply incoherence of the contributions from the different resonant states. The physical reason for the occurrence of random fluctuations in the compound nuclear cross sections is the following (%',7) : a basic assumption of the statistical theory of nuclear reactions is that of independence of the formation and decay modes. This requirement of independence implies that the incident wave packet must have ceased to interact with the nucleus when the delayed compound wave packet is emitted. n'eglecting the finite extension of the nucleus the interaction time T = AX/U where Ax is the linear size of the incident wave packet and 21 is its group velocity. The requirement of independence can, therefore, be expressed in terms of the compound nuclear lifetime 7 as 7 >> T. The uncertainty relation yields a momentum uncertainty Ap = fi/Ar in the incident wave packet, and hence an energy uncertainty AE = Ap.v. The compound lifetime also corresponds to an energy uncertainty, an average width I?, so that we can rewrite the time requirement for independence above as r = ii/I->> Ax/v = n/A?, . v = g/AI% I' << AE.
(
There is hence no a priori reason to expect interference effects to be absent in the statistical description when Eq. (1) is not fulfilled. The standard theory which ignores interference by appealing to incoherence is manifestly only valid as an average concept. The purpose of this article is to give a quantitative description of the statistical fluctuations in the region of overlapping resonances. We will formulate a large part of this study on general nuclear reaction theory, so as to systematically obtain a separation of direct interactions and compound nuclear contributions in the region of overlapping resonances. It is well-known that such a separation of the two reaction mechanisms is not unique in this region of energy; it becomes so, however, if we impose the condition that the compound nuclear cross section on the average is incoherent with the direct interaction one. This physical condition amounts in fact to identifying the compound nuclear contributions with the random part of the scattering amplitude, while the direct interactions are associated with its average value. It is found that the fluctuations are naturally quantitatively described by the parameters ordinarily used for the description of averaged cross sections, so that the agreement or disagreement between theory and experiments should be an interesting source of information on the structure of the average matrix elements of the highly excited nuclear system.
In Section II, we discuss the essence of the fluctuations in a very simplified case for which all spins and angular momenta are zero. Correlation functions are introduced for t,he cross section in order to study fluctuations on a systematic basis. This permits us to discuss fluctuations as well as cross sections in terms of energy averaged quantities. The discussion is based on general nuclear reaction theory with the assumption of large widths of intermediate resonant states. In Section III, we extend the treatment of the fluctuations to the general case including angular momentum effects. General formulas for the fluctuations and their interference with direct interactions are given in terms of correlation functions for integrated and differential cross sections as well as for the B, coefficients in the Legendre expansion of the cross section; the corresponding expressions for the total cross section are also given. In Section IV, we apply the general expressions obtained in Section III to the important special case of pure statistical reactions. This permits us to relate the correlation function to the ordinary statistical parameters, level densities, penetrabilities, etc. In particular, we show that, for small channel spins, the ratio of the correlation function to the average cross section is a number independent of parameters.
Furthermore, when the width J? is independent of angular momentum, the relative correlation function depends only on the penetrabilities in the entrance and exit channels.
II. FLUCTUATIONS WITHOUT ANGULAR MOMENTUM EFFECTS
In this section, we will treat the fluctuations in the cross sections under the following simplifying assumptions :
(a) spinless particles and nuclei both in initial and final states, (b) s wave interactions only between the particles and the nuclei in both the initial and final states.
We will phrase our considerations in terms of the scattering matrix S. The cross section uau' (E) for transition from a state (Y + LY' is hence for an inelastic process u,,,(E) = 7rL2 I fL.d(-w j2,
while the total cross section by the optical theorem is aktot)(E) = 2&,2(1 -Re S,,(E)).
The scattering amplitude s,,,(E) can now be physically divided into two parts, one which varies slowly with the energy and which we associate with direct interactions or potential scattering and one which is associated with a long-lived compound system characterized by intermediate states i of complex energy E, = Re Ei -i1'J2. This latter part varies rapidly with energy. This separation is in agreement with the wave packet arguments given in the introduction. Hence we write the scattering amplitude as in Feshbach's unified theory of nuclear reactions (4) &d(E) = si% + i c Ui/(E -Ei).
Here S'h'&', is independent (or nearly independent) of the energy and represents the major part of the direct interactions or potential scattering, and the constant ai is characteristic of the ith resonant state and is a product of the width amplitudes leading from the initial state LY into the resonant state i and from the state i to the final state cy'. Denoting the width amplitudes by Yai and yia, we havr thus
The validity of the plausible relation (5) in the region of overlapping levels has been shown by E'eshbach c/t).
The situation for which we want to investigate the effects of fluctuations in the cross section is that one for which the average width I? of the intermediate, highly excited system is much larger than the spacing D between the intermediate statrs. From the simple estimate of the total width (8)
where n is the number of effective exit channels, we see that this situation generally is achieved at an excitation energy of 3-5 Mev above the threshold for neutron emission where many particle exit channels have opened up (in light elements, overlapping levels may occur even at lower excitation energies due to abmldant proton emission). The Idgime of overlapping levels, F >> L>, is therefore the rule in nuclear reactions rather than the exception. The average of the scattering amplitude (4) over an energy interval All: is by definition (X,,,(E)) = & /ME S,,,(E') dE.
Since the energy average should be independent of AE we may make Al{ tend to infinity. We thus have
where (a) is the average value of ai . The expression (8) is independent of the t)otal widths ri . The total width I'i of the intermediate state i will in principle be different for different states, even when they have the same quantum numbers. The deviation of r, from the average width r is, however, expected to be quite small in the region of overlapping levels. The physical reason for this is that the width 11; = CaC r),, , i.e., it consists of a sum of partial widths to a large number of different final states CY'. The partial widths are expected to' be distributed according to a probability distribution similar to the one found for the widths of neutron resonances, but since the total width is the sum of a large number of partial widths, its relative variation will be small. This allows us to make the convenient simplification of replacing the total width ri by the average value I? for all intermediate states i of same quantum numbers. ' The amplitudes of the resonances can now be expressed identically by ui = (a) + 6a; ) (9) which separates the average value of the resonant amplitudes from the fluctuating part 6ai which varies from resonance to resonance. Introducing Eq. (9) into the expression (4) for the scattering amplitude we can split this amplitude as follows (10) where S&l! (E) is the fluctuating part of the scattering amplitude. In the derivation of the relation ( 10) we have replaced the sum over i in the coherent term by an integration over the real part of the resonance energies Re Ei which is permitted since the widths ri are approximately constant and much larger than the level spacing. The error introduced by this procedure is of the order D/I' << 1, and hence negligible. Since the average of the scattering matrix is associated with direct interactions, Eq. (10) shows that the fluctuating, compound contributions to the scattering matrix are associated with the fluctuations in the amplitudes of the resonant states for r >> 0. ' The average cross section is now obtained from Eqs. (2) and (10) (umf(E)) = aX,2( / AS',,@)~~) = ?rX,2 [(S,,4" + TX:C I S&':!(E)l-) = CT',",'! + (a&2).
The average cross sections decompose into two components, one of which is associated with the direct interactions, the other with the fluctuating compound amplitude. This incoherence is indeed in accordance with the na'ive expectation of independence of direct interactions and compound reactions. The average fluctuation cross section (a:','; ) is easily obtained by observing that the averaging region AE can be made very large. If we then regard the energy E as a complex 1 variable, we may close the path of integration in E in the upper complex halfplane and apply the theorem of residues In Eq. ( 12) we now make the nontrivial approximation of random correlations only between terms with i # j, which hence do not contribute. This approximation is consistent with (6~) = 0, and it can furthermore be shown to be consistent with unitarity to the order we consider. There will necessarily be contributions from nondiagonal (6aLSaj") etc., due to sum rules which must be fulfilled over energy intervals Ea >> r. The contributions due to this effect are of order IT/E0 << 1 and can hence be neglected. Beyond these trivial correlations there may exist higher order dynamical correlations between the amplitudes of different resonances. Such correlations are neglected, since there presently seems no need to take them into account. It is shown in Eqs. (19) and (20) that the fluctuating part of the resonant amplitude, 6ai , usually is dominated by the fluctuating part of the width amplitudes. Only diagonal terms with i = j will hence contribute to Eq. (la), so that the average fluctuation cross section can be written in terms of the average 1 6~ I?, i.e., ( / 6a I"), as (a;fJ!) = TX 2 c ( I *a I") a DT'
This is formally analogous to the average compound cross section in the case of nonoverlapping levels (9) . The error introduced by neglecting the nondiagonal terms is of the order (I'/AE)l'".
For the systematic study of the fluctuations, the correlation function for the cross section F(e) will be an important concept. We define the correlation function as the following energy average of the cross sections
We observe in particular that the correlation fluctuation is simply the energy average of the square of the fluctuation in the cross section So(E) = u(E) -(u) in the case of E = 0.
For physical reasons we expect that the fluctuations in the cross sections are uncorrelated over large energy intervals t, i.e., lim F(E) = 0.
(16) c-30 An explicit expression for the correlation function is obtained by using the form (10) for the scattering amplitude in Eq. (14) and carrying out the energy average. The technique of evaluation is again by complex integration over the energy as in Eqs. (12) and (13) for the average cross section. Terms of odd power in 6a, are neglected due to the random sign; for the same reason we retain only terms of even power in 6ai if they have pairwise the same index. These approximations have already been discussed in connection with the averaged cross section (1.7) and are correct to the same order. For the remaining terms we make the continuous approximation for the real part of the resonant energies Ei , so that sums can be replaced by integrals. This is correct to order D/r << 1. is due to the fact that the intermediate compound system is on the average decaying exponentially at a rate fill?. It gives here an expression for the fact that the uncertainty in energy of an intermediate state i causes it to contribute to reactions which may differ in energy from the resonant energy by an amount of the order I?. This introduces correlations in the cross section over such energy intervals. We also notice that as c becomes >>r the correlation function goes to zero. The remaining factors of Eq. (17) are also easily understood. Thus, if we have principally direct interactions the interference with the compound reaction will be linear in the compound amplitude as well as in the direct amplitude. Since according to Eq. (15) the correlation function is simply the average of the fluctuation in the cross section for e = 0, it must contain a term proportional to the product of (a::!) and ah?. If on the other hand there are no direct processes present, the fluctuating compound amplitude gives rise to a self-interference effect, which must be proportional to ((al:!))". It should be noticed in Eq. (17) that the correlation function is entirely determined in terms of the average cross sections and that in particular the reality properties of the width amplitudes do not affect the result.
A similar program can be carried out for the total cross section (3). The corresponding correlation function is given by F f:"' (e) = 1 + ;e,r)z 27rx,27rx,2 . g q!2 = 1 1 + (432
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Before leaving this section we will briefly discuss the relative magnitudes of the coherent part of the width amplitude (a) to the fluctuating part 6~;. The main contributions to the resonant part of the scattering amplitude (4) 
The first term in Eel. (20) represents the direct interaction contribution to the resonance, the last one the ordinary random compound contribution. The two middle terms consist of one coherent and one fluctuating term and may hence be identified with "mixed" reactions which are "direct" in the entrance or exit channel while they are "compound nuclear " in the other one. We have just shown that the "direct" first term generally is small compared to the amplitude of the last one. As long as not one of the coherent width amplitudes (yeJ and (yre8) is small while the other one is large, we can therefore assert that the "mixed" reactions will be negligible compared to compound nuclear reactions. We will in the following assume this to be the case, so that the random part of the amphtudc a, is a product of random parts of the width amplitudes only. The interesting case of "mixed" reactions will not be explored in this article. Their contribution in any particular case can be determined from a study of correlation function between cross sections to different final states.
The program of Section II will now be generalized to include angular momentum conservation. The object of this section is to derive general expressions of the correlation functions for different situations of experimental interest, so as to provide the starting point for more detailed analysis on the basis of particular models. Our discussion is based on the Blatt and Biedenharn formalism for describing angular momentum effects on cross sections in the S-matrix formulation (IO). We consider a transition (Y --+ a' and denote the spins of projectile and target by i and I, the spins of the final particle and nucleus by i' and I', the total angular momentum by J, the channel spins in the entrance and exit channels by s and a', and the orbital angular momenta in entrance and exit channels by I and 1'. Since different angular momenta can interfere, subscripts will be used whenever necessary on J, 1, and 1'.
The differential cross section dbaia, then appears in terms of the partial cross sections for given channel spins (unpolarized beam and target)
dam,.,s,(E). (21) The differential cross section for channel spins s and s' can be expressed in Legendre polynomials in terms of coefficients BL(~s; (Y'S) da,,:,~&) = $& go BL(as; ds'; E)P~(cos e) dO.
We can make a similar expansion in coefficients BL(cq a'; E) for the cross section 
The 2 coefficients are related to Racah and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients by4
Z(abcd; ef) We now proceed in analogy with the preceding section. For convenience is denoted by & (A'). Similarly, as in Eq. (4)) we separate every S,(E) into one slowly varying and one resonant part. As in Eq. (10) we can express &(E') as its average plus the random part of its resonant amplitude when the intermediate states overlap. The average BL coefficient is now the quantity analogous to the average cross section ( 11) . The typical averages of S-matrix elements occurring are of the type
since the linear terms in (Sk(:) (E)} vanish. The last term in Eq. (26) is expected to contribute only when all the indices of Slf"(E) and Xi"'(E) are the same, i.e., for J1 = Jz ; II = Zz and I,' = Z2' simultaneously and this will be assumed. The basis for this assumption is the discussion of Eqs. (19) and (20) which shows that contributions from "mixed" reactions generally are small. We emphasize, however, that we here make an important approximation which in certain cases may be invalid, although usually motivated. With this caution we write Eq. (26) 
We see from Eq. (28) that the ~!?~,~;~~~~r~ are for (BL(a; ol'; IS)) the quantities analogous to (CL:!) for th e case of the average cross section (a,,,(E)) in the previous section. We can, therefore, obtain an expression similar to Eq. (13) for ~3, , but it must be noted that the level spacing D has to be replaced by the level spacing of angular momentum J, D., , and the average width I? has to be replaced by rJ, the width of an intermediate state of angular momentum J, 
A comparison of Eqs. (33) and (34) with Eqs. (11) and (17) shows that the different angular momentum channels all add incoherently with the appropriate weight factor for the integrated cross section. Apart from this the expressions of the preceding section are the same as here.
The total cross section and its correlation function can be treated in a similar manner. In analogy with Eys. ( 3) and (18) 
with a corresponding correlat.ion function
The results (2~3~(36) are of general nature. Before specializing them as will be done in the next section, it is appropriate to discuss the background of the derivation. The starting point of our treatment was the possibility of defining certain average quantities in an energy interval AE >> F, such as (St,l:a,S,l,), (u~,~:~~,,~,}, and (1 GcL~,~~;~~~~~~ I'). We tacitly assumed these quantities to have a well-defined meaning. This can only be so if the averages are insensitive to choice of the size of the averaging region AE. It is well-known, however, from the theory of the optical model resonances in the nucleus, that average quantities of this type will show variations over energy intervals comparable to the width of the optical resonance. These widths are in the ,\Iev region; since the widths J? associated with the fluctuations in heavy elements can be very small, of the order of l-10 ev even, this would leave a large range of possible values for AE. This type of limitation to our treatment should be kept in mind, however, since besides the ordinarily studied single particle optical resonances, we may expect optical type resonances involving the excitations of several nucleons and with widths which are smaller than those of the ordinary optical model resonances. These may provide a limitation to the averaging procedure. Not much is presently known about these secondary optical resonances. We should notice, however, that the influence of such effects is to a rather large extent offset by the fact that a large number of channels contribute to the average cross section and to the correlation function at the energies we are discussing. Therefore, at1 optical model resonance in any one channel has to be quite strong and narrow iu order to have an appreciable influence on our results.
We have specifically neglected the possibility of "mixed" reactions for which the width amplitude is coherent in one of the entrance and exit chamlels while it is random in the other. We believe these reactions to be small in most cases. The justification for this belief is given after Eq. (18) in the preceding section.
IV. FLUCTlrATIONS
Ih' STATISTICAL REACTIONS An important special case of the preceding considerations is that of purely statistical reactions, i.e., the case of vanishing coherent terms (S,,,). It is then possible to obtain some general relations between the correlation function for ERICSON E = 0 and the average cross section. Furthermore, we have already seen that the statistical effects in the correlation function are described by the same average quantities as the average cross section. We can, therefore, simultaneously apply the ordinary statistical theory to both and express them in terms of transmission coefficients, level densities, etc. It is not necessary to introduce any additional parameters for the description of the correlation function in this manner; it is uniquely predicted by the ones already appearing in statistical theory.
An important general property can be noticed without calculation from the correlation function (30) for L1 # Lz . When only the statistical term contributes in Eq. (30), we have Z3 = 12 . According to the properties of the 2 coefficients both IJ1 and Lz have the property
hence L1 and Lz are simultaneously odd or even. This means that the correlation function F,, L2 ((II, LLI', C) is nonvanishing only with this condition fulfilled, i.e., the coefficients of the odd and the even terms of the Legendre polynomials are uncorrelated. At any given energy the statistical angular distribution is, therefore, made up of two entirely independent parts, one symmetric around 90" to the beam, the average of which yields the ordinary statistical angular distribution, and one antisymmetric around 90", the average of which vanishes. Other general results follow from a study of the ratio of the correlation function for E = 0 to the square of the corresponding average cross section. We form this ratio R,,, (E = 0) first for the integrated cross section from Eqs. (33) and (34)
We observe that this ratio is always smaller than unity, since all terms in the denominator are positive and those in the numerator are exactly the diagonal terms in the expansion of the square in the denominator. A more exact estimate will be given below.
We next consider a ratio of the same type as Eq. (38) for the inelastic differential cross section and we denote it by R,,, (E = 0, 0). When only channel spins zero contribute, the ratio R,,l(c = 0, 0) becomes particularly simple. We exploit that for s = S' = 0 the 2 coefficient is Z(abcd; Of) = 6,&j(2a + 1)"'(2C + 1)1'2(acO0 1 acf0)
according to Eq. (25). We then use the expression for the product of two Le- Thus for a statistical zero spin reaction the relative fluctuations in the differential cross section are unity independent of dynamical factors according to Eq. (10). The reason for this result can he seen immediately by going to the differential scattering amplitude. For a zero spin reaction this amplitude is simply the sum over orbital angular momenta of fluctuating scattering amplitudes multiplied by Legendre polynomials.
But for the appearance of angles it is therefore completely equivalent to the one-channel fluctuating amplitude in Eq. (10). The one-channel process indeed yields relative fluctuations the mean square deviation of which equals unity in the statistical approximation as seen from Eq. (17) for a::'~) = 0.5 A more general, though approximate, relation corresponding to Eq. (40) can be derived for the case of all spins, i, i', I, Z', small compared to the typical orbital angular momenta. We then expect the fluctuations to be damped due to the different spin states in the entrance and exit channels which are (2i + 1).
(2i' + 1)(2Z + 1) (2Z' + 1 j. Indeed, using the asymptotic form for the Racah (i, i', I, I' small and not all zero). The restriction on the outgoing orMa angular momenta due to parity conservation is responsible for the factor 2. Equations (30) and (42) The dependence of Tl(ar, s, J) on chamlel spin s and angular momentum J will be neglected; these variables will not be denoted from here on. The t,otal width r., is a sum of partial widths (44). The quantities eisl;a,s,l, can thus be obtained explicitly for use in the various correlation fmictions for integrated cross sections, differential cross sections, and B, coefficients. It is reasonable to evaluate the total width on the basis of t,he statistical model, with angular momentum conservation included since overlapping levels for the intermediate states can only result for a large number of exit channels. Since the angular momentum dependence of the total width will have to be included in any detailed comparison to experiments, we give rJ explicitly for a few different cases in Appendix III.
It is very instructive
to study the case of negligible angular momentum dependence of I?., since great simplifications occur. Classically, the excited nucleus then has such a large moment of inertia that for all effective angular momenta its angular velocity will be so low that centrifugal effects do not influence the decay rate. The quanta1 correspondence to this classical limit has been discussed in detail elsewhere (6) ; in the case of an infinite moment of inertia the distribution of spins over the nuclear energy levels is proportional to (2J + 1). The constancy of rJ as a function of J hence implies that the level spacing DJ = Do/(2J + 1) for the effective values of J. ,4 constant r., is hence a first order approximation to the spin distribution of nuclear energy levels; it is more appropriate in heavy than in light elements.
The inelastic correlation function (34) now becomes in this approximation of rJ = r We notice that the factors ( %J + 1) cancel. Eciuat#ion (4.5) has a st'ructure which is in strong analogy to that of the Hauser-Feshbach expression (12) for the average cross section.
It, is possible to measure t'he width I' directly from the t dependence of the correlat.ion function according to Eq. (J-5). The penetrabilities are known in principle from other reaction data or from theory. It is hence possible to make a direct mrasurement of D, , the level spacing of zero spin in the region of overlapping levels in the intermediate nucleus. In the region of overlapping levels I and D,, arr not presently obtainable by other means. The value of the former is predicted by the statistical model and it would be interesting to compare the experimental to the predicted value. The latter is of importance since the properties of the level density are intimately connected to the structure of the excited nucleus. We now form the ratio (38) for a general value of C. Due to our assumpt,ioii the factors 110 and r drop out of the ratio According to Eq. (46) the relat,ive integrated correlation function for r constant depends onZ/~ on the penetrahilities for formation and decay, which is a remarkably simple result. It again emphasizes that the statistical model predict's fluctuations nearly independent of parameters.
lcrom Eq. (46) we can give a rough interprefation of the magnitude of R,,, Cc). Adopt the not very accurat,e, but, convenient, sharp cutoff approximation for the penetrabilities so that they are either 0 or T. Hence T&x) = T.Tda).
Obsrrve, furthermore, that the sun1 over penetrabilities in the denominator
is thr effective number of channels connecting a! and LY' in the case when the orbital angular momenta can be considered to contribute incoherently. We have thus
Rmd ct = 0) = ((a,,,p(~cj -(ua;~~)Yy(um;mpj~ 'V I/N.
Equation (18) thus simply expresses that the fluctuations of the integrated cross section have contributions from N independent chamiels, each of which separately has fluctuations of the order of unity with respect to its mean value. This verifies explicitly previous estimates for the amplitude of the fluctuations (5, fi)! A comparison of Eq. (48) to Eqs. (40) and (42) shows very clearly that the relative fluctuations in the differential cross section are considerably larger than those in the integrated cross section. 7 From Eqs. (47) and (48) we also see that the largest fluctuations in the integrated cross section will occur for small spins.
Similarly to the relative correlation function for the integrated cross section, the relative correlation functions for the B, coefficients and for the differential cross sections depend only on the penetrabilities Tt( CX) and 7'1, (a'), as is easily found from Eqs. (30) and (31). In spite of the simple structure of the expressions we will not write them out explicitly in view of their length. For r constant all the different relative correlation functions are therefore uniquely given in terms of penetrabilities, and the t dependence of the correlation function is in all cases given by I"/(c' + I'").
The same type of considerations carried out here for inelastic processes can also be done for the total cross section correlation function (36). The only difference is that correlations occur between the reduced width amplitudes for entrance and exit channels since they are identical. Thus according to Eq. (5) ai = 1 7ai I* = Iui, the partial width for decay of the state i. Hence from Eq. (29) where we have defined the quantity t&l by (49) (50)
The K factor of Eq. (SO) is thus a measure of the distribution of the partial width around its mean value, and it is model dependent. Since the origin of this distribution is the width amplitude distribution which has the essential feature of having mean value zero, i.e., random sign, it seems implausible that KATZ is strongly dependent on its indices. We will, therefore, at present treat it as a constant. We can evaluate this constant under two different assumptions:
(a) a Gaussian probability distribution for the width amplitude assuming it to be real. 6 n'ote added in proof: More exactly, the result (4G) obtains as the dispersion of the cross section probability distribution which follows when every one of the independent channels (Jll'ss') has a ~2 distribution of two degrees of freedom and a weight factor 2'~(~~)'11~,(a') (16). This yields a x' distribution for one degree of freedom for the width (the PorterThomas distribution (14) ) and K = 2; (b) a Gaussian distribution with the same dispersion for both the real and imaginary part of the width amplitude. This yields a x2 distribution of two degrees of freedom and K = 1. Hoth cases (a) and (b) may occur, since the arguments for reality of the width amplitude applied in the region of isolated resonances are invalidfor overlapping resonances.
The application of Eq. (49) to Eq. (36) should in general be made with an angular momentum dependent I?$ . We will, however, make an estimate of the total correlation function for a constant rJ as previously.
This gives us the opportunity to simplify some of the sums over spins yielding the approximate form
Similarly, as in Eg. (43), we see that both the intermediate level spacing and the average width r can be determined from Eq. (51). We notice that the factors Do , I', etc., in Eq. (51) may be eliminated by taking the ratio of this correlation function to an average cross section for an inelastic final state. We close this section with a few remarks on the experimental conditions under which fluctuations are most readily studied. The correlation functions have all been formed under the assumption that the cross sections have been measured with an energy resolution better than the typical energy interval over which fluctuations occur, i.e., the average width r. At high excitation this width is a slow function of energy, but it depends on mass number. Its over-all behavior is a general decrease as the elements become heavier from ~50 kev for Si to ~1-10 ev for U. With present energy resolution this implies that experiments have to be concentrated towards medium weight elements; the analysis of this paper, however, applies, strictly speaking to heavy elements, though the qualitative conclusions remain the same for the lighter ones, and this should be kept in mind. In addition to this gross behavior the total width varies from element to element due to shell structure effects in nuclear binding energies and nuclear temperatures (see ref. i;), Ey. (10.2) ).
The expressions we have derived for the correlation functions are basically simple, but they contain a number of sums which tend to obscure their structure? We therefore emphasize the main dependence of angular momentum:
(a) The fluctuations are damped by spins of projectiles and target nuclei. It is thus advantageous to work with zero spin t,argets and low spin projectiles, everything else being equal.
(b) The differential cross sections have larger fluctuations than the integrated cross sections.
(c) The fluctuations in the integrated cross section are damped by the orbital angular momentum channels. The largest fluctuations therefore occur in reactions which few orbital angular momenta contribute. Photonuclear cross sections induced by high resolution y-rays are therefore of particular interest in spite of experimental difficulties. Not only will they be expected to be associated with large fluctuations due to the dipole nature of the absorption, but in addition the contributing total widths rJ come from a very limited number of J. A direct comparison of rJ to theory without additional assumptions is simplified in this case.
VII. CONCLUSION
The division of nuclear reactions into direct interactions and compound nuclear reactions leads to a picture in which the average cross sections of the latter are described statistically.
Such an average description implies inevitably the existence of fluctuations even at excitations for which no individual resonances can be distinguished, i.e., for which the width has become much larger than the spacing of resonances. In this article we have systematically studied the statistical fluctuations in terms of correlation functions between nuclear cross sections on a rather general basis starting from the X-matrix. The matrix element has been divided into one average part and one fluctuating resonant part as a function of energy. The large number of intermediate resonant states which contribute simultaneously due to the large width smooth out all detailed dependence on the distribution of energy spacings or the reduced width amplitudes in the compound system.g The fluctuating part of the matrix element can in this mamler be shown to be associated with the fluctuating part of the resonant amplitude only. A further consequence is that the fluctuations can, under rather general conditions, be expressed in terms of the same average quantities which describe the average cross section, e.g., penetrabilities. This is in contrast to the fluctuations in the region of isolated resonances for which the distribution of widths influences the correlation function in an essential way. In spite of first appearances the region of highly excited, overlapping intermediate states has a simpler structure than the ordinary resonance region as far as average properties are concerned.
In this article we have only studied the autocorrelation function of a cross section with itself. This is natural under the assumption of negligible contribu- 9 An exception is the total cross section due to the self-correlation introduced hy the identity of entrance and exit channels.
t,ions from "mixed" reactions which lead coherently into the intermediate states and statistically out of them (or vice versa). There is presently no experimental information on such reactions, and according to the discussion at the end of Section II, we expect them to be small in most cases for which appreciable fluctuations occur. According to Ey. (26) the correlation function for cross sections to different final states should vanish in the absence of "mixed" reactions. This behavior of the correlation function constitutes therefore a test on the validity of this assumption. In so far as "mixed" reactions manifest themselves by giving a nonvanishing correlation function between different filial stat#es, they may be studied in this fashion.
111 order to investigate the detailed properties of the correlation functions we have discussed the special case of pure statistical reactions in Section IV. In this case the predicted correlation function can be expressed entirely in terms of the same average quantities which occur in the description of the average cross section. The relative correlation depends only weakly on detailed dynamics, to the extent that in certain cases the predicted relative differential correlation fun&ion is simply a number independent of further dynamics (cf. Eqs. (40) and (42)). The study of correlation functions promises therefore to be a severe test of the statistical model of nuclear reactions. Furthermore, the dependence of the correlation function on the energy displacement E yields the average width of the compound system, which permits a comparison of this quantity to theoretical predictions. The average spacing of energy levels in the intermediate nucleus can be determined indirectly from a knowledge of the average width relying on statistical theory. It has hitherto turned out to be extremely difficult to obtain information on the average width, i.e., the lifetime, as well as the level spacing of very highly excited nuclei. lo Any such infcrmation would be of considerable interest for the understanding of the nature of such system. Correlation functions between nuclear cross sections thus furnish much richer intercomiection between and information on the various aspects of nuclear reactions (and in particular of statistical reactions) than the average cross section alone. Feshbach divides the channels into open chamrels (P) and closed channels (Q) . There is a coupling xPg and x QP comrecting these two groups of channels. For the resonant part of the transition amplitude Feshbach first considers the states which result when the coupling between open and closed channels is turned off. The closed channels will then have states aP of energies G, . The energies of these states are now real and well defined, since no decay occurs. 
We begin by observing that terms of odd power in 6a will be negligible to order ( r/AE)"2.
Expanding Eq. (A2.1) we thus have that is, the mean value should not depend on the energy region over which the average is performed. The third term is evaluated in analogy with Eq. ( 13). The path of integration over E is thus completed by a large semicircle in the complex E plane which does not change the value of the integral. Therefore, terms with the same sign for the imaginary part of the resonant denominators will give zero contribution in accordance with the residue theorem, since there is no pole inside the inte-I1 For convenience our width amplitudes in the main text differ from these by a constant factor (2~)"~ so that their absolute square yields the width directly. In the notations of ref. 6 we can derive an expression for the total width in-eluding angular momentum conservation. We will assume that the distribution of spins among t,he nuclear energy levels is given by p(E*,j) 'v (2j + l)exp{ --j'/2a'}po(E*) = F(j)po(E*), (A3.1) which both theoretically and experimentally accounts well for the spin dependence of nuclear level densities at present. In analogy with the derivat'ion of 1Gls. RECEIVED: February 11, 1968 
